BÍ(x) = 22f(v/n)pn(x), prn(x) = £..,*»( 1 -x)«-, r-0 converges to/(x) uniformly in [0, l] . The relation B£(x)->f(x) still holds for some classes of discontinuous functions (Chlodowsky [2] , Herzog and Hill [3] ),1 but no fairly general results can exist in this direction, since the values of/(x) at rational points do not, in general, suffice to describe properly the behaviour of/(x).
In this note we replace (1) by (2) BÍ\x) = Ítf(v/n-a)pn(x), r-0 where/(x) is supposed periodic with period 1 and fa(x) =f(x -a). One may expect that the values of a, for which (2) does not behave regularly, are exceptional. In §2 we consider the case where f(x) has one single point c of unboundedness;
we may assume that c = 0. We show that in this case the behaviour of (2) depends on the degree of transcendency of a. We prove a gap theorem in §3. Finally in §4 we make some remarks about the relation of our problem to the convergence of deferred Riemann sums.
2. We need a lemma.
Lemma. Let 0<x<l and S>0 be fixed numbers. Then there is a 0 < q < 1 and an integer no such that
Proof. Since nqn is smaller than (q+e)n for large », it is sufficient to prove the inequality for a single pyn(x). We may further confine our attention to v's such that v/n is to the right of x. We have
and thus for h/2<¡i/n -x<b,
There are at least S»/2 -2 such ju; and if po is the smallest of them, for v/n -x^S we have p"n(x) Ú pHn(x)qî = q , 0 < ç < 1.
Let -4(m) be a positive function of «>0. A real number ö admits of the approximation A(u) (Koksma [5] ) if there are an infinity of integers n such that \v/n -a\ ^A(n) is fulfilled for some integer v.
Almost all real a do not admit of A(u), if A(u)=u~k, k>2. Proof. Almost all of a do not admit of the approximation w-(2+e/2). For any such a and an x?*a, choose 0<<t<|íc -a\ and put \x -a\ -<r = ô>0. If/(¿) is defined by/(í) = 0 for \t-a\ < a and f(t)=f(t-a) for \t-a\ ^(T, we have Bl(x)^>f(x)=f(x -a), since / is continuous at t = x. Now
As \v/n -a\ ¿zn~(2+tl2) for all large n, we obtain, by the lemma,
with some constant C. This proves (5). Theorem 1 is applicable for instance to the functions f(x) = x~y, 7>0. Bernstein polynomials of the functions (x-a)~y were also discussed by Wigert [9] , who did not arrive at definitive results.
Theorem 2. // in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, f(x) tends to infinity for x->0, there is a set of the power of the continuum of the a's such that the sequence Brna(x) is unbounded for any x^a, 0, 1.
Proof. There exists a function ^(x), tending monotonically to + oo for x->0, such that |/(x) | è^(| x| ). Let vo be the index for which | vo/n-a\ <l/2«; there is at most one such vo. Let f(t) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 1, and let Bn be the sum obtained from Bfa by omitting the term u corresponding to v = v<¡. As above, we have jB"->/(x-a) for x¿¿a. Thus it is sufficient to prove that the term u=f(vtt/n-a)pV(¡n(x) is unbounded.
Since the smallest of the p,n(x) is £on = xn or £"" = (1-x)n, we have | « | è K | vo/n -a | )£"""(*) 1 çV( \ v0/n -a | ), 0 < q < 1.
The set of the ö's admitting of the approximation A (m) is for any positive function A(u) of the power of the continuum, provided A(u)->0 for m->». We choose A(u) such that \¡/(A(n))qa ->+«>.
Then for an infinity of », \vo/n -a\ ^4(w),and \u\ ^\p(A(n))qn-+<n for these », which completes the proof.
3. For the sake of completeness we mention the following theorem. From (6) we see that, for a fixed x, 2?£(x) is a linear operator mapping LT into itself with a norm less than or equal to 1. Since B%(x) -i/(x -a) uniformly in x for any continuous /, (7) follows from (6) by a well known theorem on sequences of linear operators, and (6) is easily proved by using Holder's inequality.
From Theorem 3 we see that for any integrable/(x),
for almost all a, x, if »*-> oo is a properly chosen sequence depending on /. A sequence «* independent of / is provided by the following theorem. From (12) and (13) we see that oo (i4) E ««*» = E + E ^ E i + cw4 E «r2.
A-1 n¿ám njfc>m njfcám **>*»*
The first sum has no more than log w2/logX+l=0 (log \m\) terms;
and the second sum is equal to 0(m-4). The whole sum (14) is therefore equal to O(log | m\ ). From (11) we see that E*//1 B"k~ /«12dadx
converges, which completes the proof.
4. It may be worth while to remark that since f\pvn{x)dx = (» + l)_1, formal integration of the relation B%(x)->/(x -a) leads to (15) lim --ZfWn -a)= f f(x)dx.
n-»» n + 1 ,,=o J o This relation was discussed by several authors (Jessen [4] , Marcinkiewicz and Salem [6] , Salem [8] ). The conditions on / used in Theorem 4 are stronger than those under which (15) is known to hold. But for Theorem 1 the matter is just reversed, and the corresponding assertion for Riemann sums is not true even for the functions /(x) = [3C| ", 7^1/2 (Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [7] , where the case /(x) = |x|~1/2 log |x| is discussed).
